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 LECTURE 11:  FIELD DEPENDENCE OF NBTI  11.

11.1 Review/Background 

In the previous few lectures, we used Reaction-Diffusion model to describe the 

interface trap generation from which we could predict the rate of degradation owing to 

the robust power law characteristic in time: 

 	����t� ∝ 	
���2
� �
�� ��������			 11.1 

In the above equation, 
� and 
� are dissociation and re-passivation rate constants 

respectively,	��	is the initial number of Si-H bonds, and ��� is the diffusion constant of a 

H2 molecule. In the above R-D model, the dissociated hydrogen atoms diffuse away from 

the interface and the instability of H atoms eventually leads to the formation of H2 

molecules which then keep diffuse away. The physical model just described is 

schematically shown below: 

 

 

Fig. 11.1 : Schematic description of RD model for NIT(t): the reaction (bond 
dissociation) and diffusion of H2 model [1] 

As we are interested in the long term degradation or the lifetime of a device, an 

accelerated test is carried out to study the physics. Based on the test data and physical 

model, the projection is used to predict the degradation in normal operating condition.  In 

accelerated testing, temperature and field acceleration are mostly used and in the last two 
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lectures, we discussed about the temperature dependence of NBTI. The temperature will 

enter into Eq.11.2 through  
� , 
�, and ��� terms assuming that those terms have 

Arrhenius-like relationship as shown below: 

 

		k� = 
�� exp 	− ���
� � , 		k" = 
�� exp 	− ���
� � , 		D$= ��� exp 	− ��
� � 11.2 

 
All of the above terms are exponential functions which are easy to interpret when the 

measurements are taken to characterize the activation energies (i.e., ���, ���, and ��). 

Those values can be obtained from the net activation energy, 

E&�NBTI� = +,-.�/0�1-.�/2�3� + -.�56�7  [2]. The first term 
+,-.�/0�1-.�/2�3�   should be very 

small based on the fact that dissociated hydrogen atoms gets involved in the self-

annealing process which indicates that the forward and reverse reaction rates should be 

comparable, making that term small.  The field accelerated testing is used more 

extensively and perhaps easier to implement but as we will see at the end, it is usually 

more difficult to interpret compared to temperature accelerated testing.  

The main question we would like to answer in this Chapter is how the field 

affects the degradation process. So we ask,  If we apply an electric field, which of the 

processes would get affected? There are three main processes involved in NBTI 

phenomenon:  

 

1. Diffusion of H2 molecule is field independent. 

2. Dissociation of Si-H bonds is field DEPENDENT. 

3. Re-passivation of H atoms is field independent. 

 

The diffusing species are neutral H2 molecules so it should have negligible field 
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dependence. Using the same argument, the reverse process or re-passivation process will 

be also field independent because the H atoms are charge neutral. On the other hand, the 

number of holes in the semiconductor surface and the force acting on Si-H bonds will be 

field dependent due to the dipolar effects.  

 

11.2 Physics of Bias Dependence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When a device is in a NBTI stress condition, p-type inversion layer in the semiconductor 

is formed.  These holes in the channel can tunnel into the oxide (1~2 Angstroms) and the 

ones that succeeded in tunneling will be captured by Si-H bonds. When this happens, Si-

H bond strength is weakened, eventually making it easier for Si-H bond to dissociate by 

means of thermal energy.  

Picturing this process, we can qualitatively see three ways the field can affect 

the dissociation process. 
1. Hole density: The higher the field, the higher the hole density will be and higher 

number of holes can participate in the tunneling and capture process. 
2. Hole capture and tunneling: The probability of tunneling depends on the local 

electric field. 
3. Barrier height reduction: When an electric field is applied to give a NBTI stress 

condition, there would be some reduction in the barrier height which will 
influence the dissociation rate. The reason for the barrier height reduction comes 
from the dipolar effects which will be discussed shortly. 

The potential variations in different situations are shown in the table below: 

Fig. 11.2  Hole-assisted thermal dissociation of Si-H bonds 
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Case 1: 

No field applied. 

No hole captured. 

 Not an NBTI stress condition. 

Si-H bond is in equilibrium. 

Case 2: 

Field applied. 

No hole capture. 

 Field induced dissociation 

We anticipate that the field 

applied will raise the energy 

level up by an amount of  aE9: 

and will affect the dissociation 

rate.  

Case 3: 

Field applied 

Hole captured. 

 

 Field induced and charge state  

Dissociation is 

enhanced by both the field and 

the charge state. Both of them 

reduce the barrier, making the 

effective barrier, EF_eff. 

Table 11.1: The Potential  Energy of Si-H bond 

 

 

All the qualitative description of voltage or field dependence is encapsulated in the 

following parameters. 

 ;<: number of holes in the channel  <: Tunneling probability (	=�:tunneling factor) ���� − aE9:� : Effective barrier height 

 

So all the bias dependent parameters or terms are hidden in ‘
�’ term in Eq.11.3 
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11.3 Components of Field-dependent dissociation 

 	����t� ∝ 	
���2
� �
�� ��������																	 11.3 

 		
� = 
��;< <> exp�−���� − aE9:� /
� �					 11.4 

 

Hole density (@A� 
In strong inversion (beyond threshold) the surface potential	�BC) is 

 		BC = �DE − DF<� G9:GC + G9:		 11.5 

Rearranging terms, 

 	→ �DE − DF<� = �GC + G9:�BCG9: ≈ 	 JKG9:	 11.6 

So the inversion charge 

 
	JK = L;< ≈ G9:�DE − DF<� = MCK�C�BC�∝ surface	electric	field			 11.7 

From the above relationship, we see that ;<, the number of holes, is proportional to the 

surface electric field.   

 
Tunneling (VA� 
Hole tunneling probability 

 	ln� <�~ − 2Y2LZ9:[\<ℏ �K^F +_ Z9:2L[\<
L�K^F�
ℏ `ab −	⋯	 11.8 
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Bond polarization factor 
When an electric field is applied, a Si-H bond behaves as a stretched permanent dipole. 
To see why this happens, let us consider two atoms in a covalent bonding.  Two atoms 
will attract the bonding electrons by some amount. This amount of attraction may be 
same or different for the two atoms. When they are the same, we say that they have the 
same electronegativity. Likewise, for those with different forces of attraction, we say that 
the two atoms have different electronegativities. The electronegativity is defined as the 
amount or tendency of an atom to attract a bonding pair of electrons. Si and H have 
different electronegativities and this explains why Si-H bond becomes or behaves as a 
stretched permanent dipole in the presence of an electric field.  
 

 
To find the dipole moment of Si-H bond under the influence of an external electric field, 
we can start from the force balance equation in equilibrium. 
 
Electrostatic force = restoring force (spring) 

 		J∗�e9f = =�g1 − g,�	 11.9 

 
where J∗ is an excess ionic charge, =is a restoring constant (like a spring constant). 
 
Solving for the dipole moment, we find 

 	p = J∗hi� + �g1 − g,�j = +J∗	i�3 + +�J∗�/=��e9f3			 11.10 

The above equation can be divided into two parts where the first term represents the 
permanent dipole moment while the second term is the induced dipole moment. 
 
Using the above equation for the dipole moment, we can calculate the change in potential 
energy of Si-H bond. 

Fig. 11.3 : Si-H under electric field 
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 		∆l = p�e9f = +J∗	i�	�e9f3 + +�J∗�/=��e9f� 3	 11.11 

 
                 

 
From the Fig. 11.4(b), we see that Si-H bonds are aligned in one direction while Si-O 
bonds are aligned in random directions.  It follows that the first term (red) will be a 
dominant term for Si-H bonds while the second term (blue) dominates for Si-O bonds. 

 			∆l|nK,� ≈ +J∗	i�	�e9f3 	≡ a�9: 11.12 

 

 		∆l|nK,p ≈ +�J∗�/=��e9f� 3										 11.13 

 

So, we finally have an equation for an a�9:  in Eq.11.12 If we can relate Eox to 

Eloc, then we can find the value of this factor ‘a’, which is the quantity we are after.  

Fig. 11.4   (a)Shift in potential energy of Si-H bond (b) Orientations of Si-H and Si-O 
bonds (c)dipole moment of Si-H bond in the presence of electric field. 

From the figure 4(b), we see that Si-H bonds are aligned in one direction while Si-O 
bonds are aligned in random directions.  It follows that the first term (red) will be a 
dominant term for Si-H bonds while the second term (blue) dominates for Si-O bonds. 
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Now, let us see how we can find Eloc from Eox.  Consider a case in which we cut 

out a small portion in the bulk SiO2. Since the displacement should be continuous at the 

interface (no charge at the interface), we can relate �e9f to �9: by the following 

relationship.  

 			κrKs�e9f = κ9:�9:																				 11.14 

When a small box is cut out, �9: value will change but we assume that this box is so 

small that the change in �9: can be neglected.  So we find strong enhancement of local 

field for an isolated bond in a gap by a factor of κ9:. 

 Since we are interested in the local field at Si/SiO2 interface, using the same 

prescription, we cut out a box with its center at the Si/SiO2 interface. For the dielectric 

constant, we can approximate it to be the average of κ9: and κCK. 
 	κtuu ≡ κ9: +	κCK2 			 11.15 

Rewriting Eq. 11.12, 

 		∆l|nK,� ≈ vJ∗	i�	wxyy`abz 	≡ {�9:	 11.16 

 

Fig. 11.5 : Local vs global electric field 
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Solving for { with (J∗	i� = ;| = 0.15���, we get 

 			{ = J∗	i�	wxyy = 0.9	 11.17 

 

 which is consistent with the values obtained from the experiments.  

What we have just discussed describes how the potential energy of Si-H bond 

will change in the presence of electric field. If we imagine the situation in which we 

insert Si-H bond inside the blue box above, its barrier will be lowered by {�9: and it 

would make the dissociation easier.  

Having discussed how each component is affected by the field, we put all the 

pieces back together,  

 		����t� ∝ 	
���2
� �
�� ��������						 11.18 

 

 		
� = 
��;< <> exp�−���� − aE9:� /
� 								 11.19 

 

 			
� = 
�� exp����/
� �																									 11.20 

 

Combining Eq.(11.18),(11.19), and (11.20), we can re-write Eq.(11.18) as 

 

		����E9:, T, t�∝ ��C���	exp		2=�E9:3 � 	exp		−2���� − {E9: − ����3
� � exp		− E�6
� � ���
��									 11.21 

 In the above equation, we see that the first exponential term depends solely on 

the field. Likewise, the third exponential term depends only on temperature. If those two 

terms were present in our equation for NIT, it would have been simple. However, the 

middle or the second exponential terms has both the field and temperature mixed in it. 

This coupled term makes the relationship non-Arrhenius and hence there is no activation 

energy we can talk about.  
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 The values of ‘=�’(a constant that depends on the tunneling environment) and 

‘{’(effective dipole moment) can be theoretically estimated or determined from the 

experiment.[3]. Usually both methods are used and the validity of the theory is supported 

by the experiment or vice versa. The theoretical method involves solving self-consistent 

Schrodinger-Poisson MOS electrostatics and using well-known values for the dipolar 

effects [3]. The experimental determination of those parameters is done in the following 

manner as described in [3]. 

First, rearranging eq.(11.9), we could write 

 	����E9:, T, t� ∝ ��C���	exp		2γE9:3 � 	exp		− E�∗6
� � ���
��			�11.10{�	 11.22 

 
		where					γ = γ� + {
� 													 
					E&∗ = E& + 4���� − ����												 

11.23 

First of all, NIT versus time data are taken at different temperatures and electric field and 

the fitting is used to extract γ in eq.(11.22) as shown in Fig. 11.6below.  Note that we 

need both the temperature and field because they are coupled together. Once γ	is found, 

we can plot γ  versus 1/
� . From eq.(11.23) we see that the slope would give us ‘{’ 

and γ� can be found from the intercept.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11.6: �������� vs. ������Z�� 
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Alternatively, we can define overall activation energy E&∗ = E& + 4���� − ��� − {�9:� 
which can be extracted from the data. Then we can take the derivative of E&∗  with respect 

to �9: (i.e., 
�-�∗�-��	which gives us the value 4{. So the effective dipole moment,{, can be 

found in this way as well.  

 

11.4 Voltage Acceleration 

We can find the voltage acceleration factor by using Eq.(11.22). Using this 

voltage acceleration factor, we can perform an accelerated testing. That is, we can test a 

device at a high bias and use the voltage acceleration factor to determine the degradation 

in the normal operating condition. Setting the number of interface traps to be equal at 

different E9: and �, 
 			����E�, t��|��f9^CFr^F = ����E�, t��|��f9^CFr^F		 11.24 

 

 	⟹ ������� exp 	2=E�3 ������� 				= ������� exp 	2=E�3 �������						 11.25 

 

 	⟹ 	�����
�/� = 	D�D��

�/� exp 	2=�D� − D��3�EOT� �	 11.26 

So we find  

 		=��in dec/V� ≈ log ������D� − D� = 4=ln�10��EOT�		 11.27 

As stated earlier, we cannot find the voltage acceleration factor from the NIT data taken 

at �D�,  �� and �D�,  �� because the voltage and temperature are mixed or coupled. In 

order to study the voltage acceleration factor, the temperature must remain constant.  
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11.5 Conclusion 

In this lecture, we have discussed the field dependence of NBTI. One of the 

main points of this lecture is that NBTI is a field dependent but not a voltage dependent 

phenomenon. As a result, 1V applied to 1nm oxide will have the same degradation as the 

device with 2V applied with 2nm oxide. Although voltage and field are commonly taken 

to be interchangeable terms, from the perspective of reliability physics, those two terms 

involve very different physics and should be used correctly. The other main point is that 

an electric field affects the dissociation process of NBTI phenomenon so that the 

dissociation rate constant,	
� , has all the physics encapsulated. Unlike temperature 

dependence, the field dependence is non-Arrhenius and the effect of field and 

temperature are mixed together.  

 

QUESTIONS 

Explain physically why electric field decreases bond strength. 

Ans. An atom consists of a positively charged nucleus and negatively charged electron 
cloud circling around the nucleus. When an electric field is applied, negatively charged 
electron cloud will be displaced to balance the external charge. In this process the bond is 
stretched and hence the strength is weakened. The same argument can be applied to Si-H 
molecules.  

How does the dissociation process become non-Arrhenius? 

Ans. When field is applied and the barrier is raised, it enhances the dissociation by 
thermal energy. In the same way, if the temperature is high, then a little field applied will 
increase the dissociation rate. This coupled relationship between the temperature and the 
field makes the dissociation process non-Arrhenius.  
 

Does the diffusion and repassivation become non-Arrhenius when field is applied? Why 
or why not? 
 

Would field acceleration become smaller or larger for high-k dielectric for the same level 
of inversion charge? 
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Ans. If the inversion charges are kept the same, then the global field will decrease by a 
factor of �. (from the relationship, � = �M��). But the field Si-H bonds experience is the 
local field which is greater than the global field by approximately �. This in turn will 
show negligible effect on the field unless �tuu is significantly different from �. 

 

Is NBTI a field-driven or voltage-driven? 
Ans. It is field-driven. 1V applied to 1 nm and 2V applied to 2nm have the same 
degradation.  
 

Can NBTI be described by classical voltage-dependent voltage acceleration factors? 
Ans. No, because the field and temperature are coupled together.  

For the question in class that would field acceleration become smaller or larger for High 

K dielectric for the same level of inversion charge ?  

Ans. I think field acceleration should not change as field acceleration is determined by 

Eloc=Kox*Eox=Ksi*Esi...and as the inversion charge is the same => Esi has not changed 

=>Eloc has not changed.... Though for high kox...Eox will be smaller but Kox*Eox will 

remain the same and hence the same Eloc...so for same amount of inversion charge field 

acceleration should not change ... The catch is that for keeping the same amount of 

inversion for different Kox ..gate voltage applied is not the same ... 

 

Why is it that both compression and stretching of the bond cause equal reduction in the 

barrier height for activation? Since coulomb potential is the same, shouldn't streching 

cause a larger potential barrier (the protons are further apart), the compression? 
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